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Should your child enrol in SP?

- Information of interest about SP
- Poly or JC?
- Which poly?
69 years of history
224,000 strong alumni
Co-leader of alliance of more than 150 universities
4. Who are the current leaders in engineering education?

The universities that just fell short of this ‘top 10’ list included Harvey Mudd College, Singapore Polytechnic, Nanyang Technological University and Imperial College London.
13,000+ full-time students
4,000+ part-time students
10 PSC scholars last 5 years
13,000+ full-time students
4,000+ part-time students
10 PSC scholars last 5 years

Lee Zheng De
Co-founder of Packdat.com
Company acquired on day of his graduation in 2018
38-hectare campus with abundant greenery
1400+ staff
3 President Award winners in 6 years
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Some very important considerations
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Some very important considerations

“SKILLS KEY to economic FUTURE”

Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong
Should your child enrol in SP?

Some very important considerations

• We have entered age of digital revolution
• Change will be rapid and dramatic
• Jobs that exist today may disappear in the future
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Some very important considerations

- Your child likely to have more than one career in his lifetime
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Some very important considerations

• Lifelong learning needed
• Skill of learning how to learn
• Self-directedness
Should your child enrol in SP?

Poly or JC?

• 3 years/6 semesters
• 1 semester of internship
• Industry-specific
• Skills-oriented
• Results over 3 years
• Ready for work
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Poly or JC?

- Autonomous Universities: 54%
- Other Universities: 13%
- Workforce: 39%
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Poly or JC?

• Is your child able to identify an area of interest?
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Which poly?

- All polys have dedicated staff, excellent facilities
- Different polys offer different sets of courses
- What is your child’s area of interest?
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SP pays unique attention to following

• Lifelong learning
• Skill of learning how to learn
• Self-directedness
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SP pays unique attention to following

• Common Core cluster
• 2 out of 10 SP schools
• Core needs common to all students
• Eg, digital literacy, communications, sustainability
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SP pays unique attention to following

- Electives
- Choice to broaden, deepen, acquire minor
- Eg, Minors in Sustainability, Artificial Intelligence, Entrepreneurship, Asia Readiness
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SP pays unique attention to following

• Flipped learning pedagogy
• Attend lectures anywhere, anytime, any number of times
• Tutorials face-to-face, data-driven, customized
• Encourages self-directedness
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SP pays unique attention to following

• Teamwork development
• Index
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SP pays unique attention to following:

• Overseas projects
• Conducted in partnership with university in host country
A Lifetime of Success
THANK YOU